
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



  



 
CHAPTER FIVE 

 
 The Chairmaker 
 
  The chairmaker bears the name in common with English chairmakers 

presumably because his trade is originally transplanted from England to Germany, or 

because several types of chairs that are made in his workshop have been common first in 

England.  In the making of chairs, the settee (Canape), and sofa, he wields not only the 

plane and other tools of the cabinetmaker, but also like the cartwright, the hatchet 

(Handbeil) and the drawknife (Schneidemesser). 

I.  In most regions, and especially in the German coastal cities, chairmakers 

make their chairs out of red beech wood, in Magdeburg out of linden wood, and in Berlin 

out of serviceberry wood (Elsenholz).  Red beech is lacking in our area, and the 

cabinetmaker, who before the arrival to Berlin of chairmakers that made wooden chair 

frames, chose therefore serviceberry wood in place of red beech.  Likewise the chairmakers, 

when they arrived in Berlin, found that circumstances also compelled them to build their 

chairs out of serviceberry wood.  If the customer explicitly requires it, and will pay 

especially for it, they sometimes build chairs out of walnut, plum wood, pearwood, and 

mahogany wood, and for very distinguished and wealthy persons out of cedarwood.  The 

chairmaker obtains the serviceberry wood partly in boards that are one to five inches thick 

and partly in logs.  The farmer in the [town of] Mark Brandenburg brings this wood, partly 

in logs and also in boards, to Berlin to sell, but the strongest and best comes from Poland.  If 

the wood has not sufficiently dried when purchased by the chairmaker it must stay some 

time longer and properly dry.  When the tenons of a chair that is made from green wood dry, 

the chair becomes so unstable that it can neither be wedged tightly or glued. 

II.  The tools of the chairmaker have a significant relationship with the tools of 

the cabinetmaker and, also in part with the cartwright except that they sometimes bear 

different names in the shop of the cabinetmaker.  At the same time there are some peculiar 

tools (to the chairmaker) that one will not meet with in other workshops.  To this group 

belongs the first tool:  

1.  The froe (Spaltklinge) table IV, fig. II.  It is made completely of iron, about 11 



inches long, 5 to 6 inches wide in the blade, and an inch thick in its strong back.  The 

size and weight is, because of the purpose of this instrument, very useful.  With this 

blade the chairmaker splits large blocks of wood into smaller pieces.  

2.  His hatchet (Handbeil), fig. I, differs from a common hatchet of a double type.  

Partly in that it has a curved handle, because the chairmaker must often trim wide 

lumber where a straight handle would be in his way, and partly in that it's longer bit 

is cut out underneath opposite the handle so that when trimming, the hand of the 

professional is not hindered from grasping the hatchet as required.  In addition it is 

also somewhat larger than the regular hatchet.   

3.  The saws of these woodshops differ for the most part only in their size one from 

another.  The blade of the frame saw (Schulpsäge) is fixed in the middle of its frame 

like the blade of the (Klobensäge, literally "log saw").1  In the workshops of the 

cabinetmaker and cartwright, p. 140, this saw (the Schulpsäge) is most advantageous 

for cutting up large pieces of wood.  However, local chairmakers never employ this 

type of saw because they obtain their wood in the form of boards that are already 

sawn, unlike the chairmakers in coastal cities.  On the other hand, the Berlin 

chairmaker cuts his largest pieces of wood with a large bow saw (Handsäge, literally 

"hand saw") that in their workshop is called a (Faustsäge, literally "fist saw") p. 

140.2  Somewhat smaller, both in the design of the width of the blade as well as the 

frame, is the "round saw" (Rundsäge), which is referred to by the cabinetmaker as 

the turning saw (Schweifsäge, literally "shallow curve saw").  Even shorter is the 
                     

    1 On page 140 of volume    in the Cartwright chapter, Sprengel describes the Klobensäge as a 
stout frame 4 to 5 feet long and half as wide.  A 4" blade with upright teeth is fastened in the middle 
of the frame with two iron extensions (bolts) and can be adjusted with the help of a key (wrench).  It 
is used, according to Sprengel, to cut up stout pieces of wood along the grain into boards or heavy 
pieces.   
 Sprengel describes the Klobesäge in the Cabinetmaker chapter as pulled by two people, and 
used to cut boards and especially veneer from large walnut timbers. 
 The Schulpsäge used by some chairmakers is evidently a smaller version. 
 

    2 This "fist saw" and the others that follow Sprengel refers to as "hand saws."  They are not 
the wide bladed "hand saws" used by British and American woodworkers, but variations of what we 
refer to has bow saws. 
 



Abkurtzsäge, (literally "cut off saw"), with which the cabinetmaker cuts off small 

pieces from the lumber.  The smallest saw is lastly the Pinnensäge, (literally "pin 

saw") with which the chairmaker cuts not only the width of the tenons, but also the 

excess length and thickness can be trimmed according to measurement (reducing 

thereby the tenon considerably).3 These last four saws all belong to the family of 

"hand saws" (Handsäge).   

4.  The following planes are used with the common jointer's bench (Hobelbank) p. 144.  

The jointer plane (Füghobel) of the cabinetmaker, p. 34, is called the great plane 

(Grosse Hobel) by the chairmakers.  It distinguishes itself in two ways from the 

jointer plane of the cabinetmaker.  Firstly, it is smaller, and more significantly the 

cabinetmaker when planing grasps the plane by the stock itself whereas the 

chairmaker holds two wooden handles fixed to the stock of the plane.  Among the 

hand planes (Faustholbeln),4 the scrub plane (Schroff or Schruffhobel) p. 34 is 

seldom employed, while it serves for use only on rough and irregular (dirty) 

surfaces, its rounded plane iron good for only coarse removal but easily resharpened 

when dulled on a rough and dirty board.  The chairmaker understands the art of 

easily smoothing rough or irregular (dirty) lumber with the hatchet in preparation for 

smoothing.  The smoothing plane (Schlichthobel) along with its use has already been 

mentioned on page 33.  The upright or hardwood plane (Steil or Harthobel)5 is 

different from the smoothing plane only in that its plane iron is disproportionally 

steeper.  It therefore cuts only lightly, and smooths the wood superiorly when it is 

irregular or has knots.  Likewise, its casing is ofttimes made of iron so that its sole 

                     
    3 This last and smallest of the bow saws described by Sprengel is defined by most German-
English references as a tenon saw because of its application.  This is again a small bow saw, not the 
back saw used by English and American woodworkers that they refer to as a tenon saw. 
 

    4 The smaller hand-held planes all fall under the general heading of Faustholbeln, literally fist 
planes or hand planes. 

    5 The Steil (steep or upright) or Hart (hardwood) hobel (plane) is described and illustrated by 
Sprengel in the cabinetmaker's chapter.  It is used on veneer woods and metal (brass and other soft 
decorative metals). 
 



does not wear.  The toothing plane (Zahnhobel) is similar to the smoothing plane 

except that the edge of its iron has teeth.  The woodworkers use this plane to 

roughen the surface of the wood for better adhesion of glue.  The compass plane 

(Rundhobel), fig. V, likewise differs from the smoothing plane in that its stock 

makes a shallow curve along its length.  The chairmaker alone uses this plane on 

bent and curved surfaces.  Additionally among his planes he owns hollows 

(Stabhobel, literally, "staff planes"), moulding planes (Kehlhobel)6, jointer planes 

(Handfughobel), rabbet planes (Gesimshobel) and ogee planes (Karniesshobel, 

literally "cornice planes") of different types.  These planes have already been 

described in the second chapter, p. 35.  Alone, these planes only work in service 

when a moulding is to be worked out along a straight line.  The chairmaker often 

fashions moulding in a shallow curve in which case instead of a plane he selects the 

gouges (Hohleissen) and other chisels which are named as follows.   

5.  The mortise chisel (Stemmeisen) of this workshop differs markedly from those of 

other woodworkers, p. 32.  The edge of the mortise chisels of other woodworkers 

runs along the breadth of the blade while the edge of the chairmaker's mortise chisel 

is along its thickness, fig. VIIa.  Therefore, the width of the cut of this mortise chisel 

is only as wide as the chisel is deep, and has a tempered steel edge on the left side.7  

The wheelwright cuts tenon mortises with this chisel only and smooths or cleans 

them with the above, p. 36, mentioned Stechbeutel.8   

6.  The Vermohrungeisen serves the chairmaker only if the seat of the chair has cross 

stretchers (mortised or "let into" the back legs of the chair) not too far above its feet.  

                     
    6 Reading from Sprengel's writing about the carpenter and cabinetmaker, the term Kehlhobel 
evidently includes rounds as well as other moulding planes.  Various other references refer to these 
planes as cutting chamfers, hollows, fluting, and moulding in general.  The commonality seems to 
be that Kehlhobel cut concave profiles. 

    7 This is the same mortise chisel that British and American cabinetmakers use.  The form of 
mortise chisel "used by other woodworkers" Sprengel describes in the carpenter's chapter as ground 
on both sides of the blade. 

    8 The Stechbeutel is a more general use chisel with a bevel ground on one side.  Sprengel 
describes it elsewhere as a wide chisel used to straighten out and clean up mortises that are cut with 
the Stemmeisen.  It may equate closer with a firmer chisel according to other sources. 



In the same way he cuts with this chisel the large mortises in a sofa because his 

mortise chisel is too small.9   

7.  The Schweifeisen, fig. IX, is nearly four inches broad at its edge.  The chairmaker 

curves with this chisel the upper shallow curve of the curved front legs of the chair.  

This chisel must, therefore, have an unusually broad cutting edge because a narrower 

blade gives an uncontrolled cut in a shallow curve and therefore takes more away 

than it actually should.   

8.  The "Kehl" chisels have already been named in previous chapters, p. 153.  A "kehl" 

is used for the decoration of the woodwork and belongs, to a degree, to sculpted 

work.  It consists of a recess around which on one or both sides runs a small round 

ridge.  With the "V tool" (Geisfuss, literally "goat foot"), p. 154, he marks the 

breadth of the imagined ridge in the wood as deep in the wood as he wants it to be.  

If this recess is even he takes it out with a Balleisen,10 p. 154; 

 if it's round he cuts it out with a gouge (Hohleisen), p. 154.  The various Balleisen, 

as well as the gouges in this workshop, are graduated in size.  The largest are two 

inches wide in their blade, the smallest only a few millimeters.  The smallest gouge 

is called the veiner chisel (Ziereisen), and this serves the chairmaker significantly by 

sculpture work.  With a small gouge he also rounds the round ridge next to the vein.  

The "V tool" (Geisfuss), the Belleisen, and gouge (Hohleisen) of this workshop are 

sometimes straight, bent, or back bent, p. 154.  The latter the chairmaker cannot be 

without when working shallow curves.  All these chisels have a wooden handle and 
                     

    9 The Vermobrungseisen is evidently a specialized chisel peculiar to the chairmaker.  The 
Grimm Brothers' Dictionary defines the verb vermohren as "used by chairmakers when the tenons 
are put into their mortises and united with one another."  Their definition of Vermohrungseisen 
describes it as somewhat large like the Stemmeisen and used specifically to let in the tenons of the 
cross stretches of a chair. 
 

    10  The name Balleneisen Sprengel relates in the cabinetmaker text as due to the bahn or sole 
on one side of the blade which the cabinetmaker calls a ballen.  Another explanation given by 
Adelung and the Grimm brothers in their dictionaries is that this chisel is driven with the ball 
(ballen) of the hand.  In the cabinetmaker's chapter Sprengel distinguishes the Balleneisen from the 
Stechbeutel and describes it as a wide skew ground blade used to trim off wood, and clean up flat 
recessed areas.  Other references equate the Balleneisen with a paring chisel. 
 



the chairmaker sometimes cuts freehand with these last chisels and sometimes drives 

them with a wooden mallet, especially when working shallow curves.  The above 

mentioned mortise chisel (Stemmeisen) is used only with the mallet, as is also the 

Vermobrungseisen and the Schweifeisen.   

9.  The marking gauge (Reissmass), fig. VI, of the chairmaker differs somewhat from 

the marking gauge of the other woodworkers.  Only a single four-sided rod, c & d, is 

inserted into the stock a & b, whereas usually there are two rods inserted in the 

stock, p. 146.  In contrast to this, the aforementioned marking gauge has a pin on 

two sides of the rod, d & e.  The one pin is further from the stock, a & b, than the 

other, and with them the chairmaker lays out the mortise. 

  As the mortise must be a little narrower than the tenon, the tenon is scribed without 

it being necessary to move the beam, c & d, in the stock, a & b.  These tools have 

already been thoroughly discussed in a previous chapter, p. 146.   

10.  The chairmaker holds the piece of wood to the planing bench with the hold fast 

(Bankhacken) when he wants to saw off something, cut a tenon, or shape curves.  

The foot, a & b, fig. 10, of the hold fast is inserted in a hole in the planing bench, 

and smaller work pieces are pressed between [the bench] and the arm of the hold 

fast, a & c, thereby causing the foot of the hold fast, a & b, to tilt at an inclined angle 

in the hole of the planing bench in which it is placed, securely clamping the wood.  

The wood so clamped can be cut, being held fast by the arm, a & c.   

11.  Besides the usual screw clamps that the cabinetmaker is in possession of, (Vol. I, p. 

72), the chairmaker has a special bar clamp, fig. XIV, that he fastens to two pieces of 

wood far apart from one another.  Both legs, a & c and a & d, join at right angles, 

[and] the latter, a & d, containing a screw, c.  Between the arm, a & d, and the foot, f 

& g, the chairmaker is able to clamp the wood pieces in the bar clamp.  Since the 

wood pieces can be further apart from one another or closer together, the foot, f & g, 

on the leg can be moved up or down.  It (the foot) is fitted with a rivet, h, attached to 

the moveable hook, b & h, and this hook can be laid into one or another of the 

notches of the teeth, b & c.  In order that the foot, f & g, won't move during usage, it 

has behind g & i a tenon that falls into a groove of the leg, a & c without being 

fastened to it.   



12.  Round and other surfaces of the wood, the shape (figure) of which does not allow 

them to be planed, the chairmaker works with the drawknife (Schneidemesser) that 

was already discussed in a previous chapter, p. 142.  Next he uses the rasp to even 

out these surfaces.  He has flat and round rasps, "bird tongues," and various other 

rasps of graduated sizes and shapes so that he can work any desired surface with one 

or the other.  The desired surfaces are additionally scraped with the scraper 

(Schabeissen), fig. XIII.  Every scraper has straight, curved, and hollow edges, so 

that the professional can scrape flat, as well as convex and concave surfaces.  The 

chairmaker scrapes large pieces of wood with the scraping blade (Schabeklinge), fig. 

XI, because he can comfortably grasp the blade with both hands on the wooden 

handles and, exerting his full strength, complete the scraping easier and faster.  The 

blade is prepared with a three-edged burnisher. 

13.  Along with the common hand square, the chairmaker can also not do without the 

familiar carpenter's square (Winkelmass), p. 146.  It often occurs that he  

 needs to lay out two acute angles of the same size, and in this case it is easier for him 

to use the bevel gauge (Schiefmass), fig. XVI.  It is similar to a common square 

except that the arm, a & b, is pinned to the arm, a & c, and both are connected by a 

bolt.  One can therefore move the arm, a & c, in either direction up and down, and 

thereby make acute angles of any size.   

14.  The chairmaker seldom uses the gimlet (Handbohrer) and brace (Draufbohrer) 

because he joins the wooden parts with mortise and glue.  With the brace, fig. XII, 

he drills the holes in the seats and backs of chairs though which the cane is pulled for 

caning.  The brace has a wooden frame, a, b, & c, into which a small spoon drill, c, 

is inserted.  The top moveable knob, a, the chairmaker places against the right 

shoulder and moves the frame of the drill, a, b, & c, with the left hand.   

 


